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Abstract
A patent foramen ovale (PFO) is highly prevalent in patients with strokes of unknown cause or cryptogenic
strokes (CSs). It has been remain an unsolved question as to whether a PFO should be closed or not to
prevent recurrent strokes in patients diagnosed with CS. A paradoxical embolism through a PFO is pointed as
a leading cause of CS, especially in younger patients with low risk factors for stroke. It also remains an
unsolved matter on type of anti-coagulation therapy, which would be better for patients with CS and a PFO.
In addition, surgical and trans-cutaneous closure of a PFO has been proposed for the secondary prevention of
stroke in patients with CS with PFO. Several randomized controlled trials have been conducted in recent
years to test whether a PFO closure gives a significant benefit in the management of CS. Many investigators
believed that a PFO was an incidental finding in patients with CS. However, meta-analyses and more recent
specific trials have eliminated several confounding factors and possible biases and have also emphasized the
use of a shunt closure over medical therapy in patients with CS. Therefore, these latest studies can possibly
change the treatment paradigm in the near future. [Journal of National Institute of Neurosciences
Bangladesh, January 2022;8(1): 90-99]
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Introduction
Stroke stands in the fifth position for causing death and
in the top for causing preventable adult disability in the
United States1. In 2013, stroke-related deaths worldwide
touched the figure of 6.5 million accounting for 11.8% of

total deaths2. Strokes also cost USD 34 billion each year
in the United States1. This includes the cost of healthcare,
medications, and missed workdays.
Cryptogenic stroke is defined as brain infarction that is
not attributed to definite large-vessel atherosclerosis,
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small-artery disease, or embolism despite extensive
vascular, serological, and cardiac evaluation3.
Approximately one-third of all ischemic strokes are
considered cryptogenic4. The causal relationship between
patent foramen ovale (PFO) and crypto- genic stroke has
historically been controversial. Approximately 25% of
the adult population has a PFO, and the condition by
itself has not been shown to increase the risk of ischemic
stroke5-6. Yet, the prevalence of PFO is significantly
higher in patients with cryptogenic stroke; up to 40% of
ischemic strokes without an identifiable cause have a
PFO7. This suggests that paradoxical embolism through a
PFO may be implicated in a proportion of cryptogenic
strokes.
The association of PFO with stroke was first described
by Julius Friedrich Cohnheim, a German pathologist8.
About 25.0% prevalence in the general population PFO,
the risk of stroke appears to be higher when the PFO is
associated with an atrial septal aneurysm, a Eustachian
valve, or a large shunt. Although percutaneous ASD
closure has been practiced since the mid-1970s. In
Bangladesh, there was lack of documentation about this
association of PFO with cryptogenic stroke. The first
ever PFO device closure in a cryptogenic stroke patient
of Bangladesh was first reported by Reza et al9.
Consequently, we were able to successfully close another
case and reporting this case series.
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proper evaluation and all necessary investigations
including Covid19 RT- PCR which was found negative
were done. On admission, her pulse 46 beats/ min &
regular, blood pressure in 130/80 mm of Hg,
Temperature in 98.40 F, respiratory rate in 20
breaths/min, SPO2: 98.0% in room air, GCS was 15
(E4V5M6), pupil was 2 mm PERL & physical
examination revealed left sided hemiplegia. Initially the
patient was on conservative treatment. Her initial
imaging had revealed by CT-scan of brain (Figure I)
with sub-acute right middle cerebral artery territory
infarct involving right frontal lobe, insular region and
lentiform nucleus. There was also cortical hyper-density
suggesting mild petechial haemorrhage. Peri-lesional
edema was noted causing regional mass effect and 0.4
cm midline shift to the left side. No hydrocephalus was
noted.
Carotid Artery Duplex Study: No evidence of
haemodynamically significant stenosis with bilateral
patent vertebral arteries. Her blood results showed
dyslipidaemia (TLC: 234 mg/dL, LDL-C: 164 mg/dl,
HDL-C: 42 mg/dL, triglyceride: 141 mg/dL), raised
ESR (60 mm in 1st hour) and CRP (18.5 mg/dL). All
other routine blood tests including coagulation profile
were within normal limit (Table 1).
Table 1: Coagulation Profiles of Patients
Coagulation Profiles
ANA
Anti dsDNA Antibodies
Direct Coomb’s Test
Anti-Cardiolipin Antibodies
Anti-Phospholipid Antibodies

Case Presentation
Case Report 1: A 27 years old hypertensive & diabetic
pleasant lady got herself admitted to Evercare Hospital
Dhaka on September 2020 under Department of
Neurosurgery with the complaints of headache followed
by left sided weakness for 7 days. After admission,

Figure I: CT-Scan of Brain Showing Large Acute Cerebral Infarct in Right MCA Territory
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Figure II: ECG showing T inversion from V1 to V4

As the patient was admitted under Department of
Neurosurgery, cardiology consultation was made for
cardiac evaluation for her large cerebral infarction.
Cardiology evaluated the patient & advised to perform
ECG, Chest X-ray and Echo 2D & M-mode. Her ECG
showed normal sinus rhythm with T inversion in V1 to
V4 (Figure II).
The chest X-ray of the patient had showed mild
cardiomegaly with no other abnormality. The 2D &
M-mode echocardiography revealed suspected PFO,
dilated RA & RV, Paradoxic IVS (otherwise normal),
Good LV systolic function with LVEF (60.0%), Mild
TR with mild pulmonary hypertension. Revealing a
suspected PFO, Cardiology advised for a

trans-oesophageal
echocardiography.
Transoesophageal echocardiography confirmed the presence
of a long tunneled (3-4 mm) PFO without any shunt &
recommended for a closure of the PFO with a device.
The presence of the PFO was further confirmed with a
contrast echocardiography (Figure III) which showed
contrast passed from right atrium (RA) to left atrium
(LA) through PFO & confirmed R-L shunt through PFO
with more than 10 bubbles in LA.
Considering all the investigation reports this PFO was
identified as the culprit for causing the large cerebral
infarction and a decision to close the PFO with a device
was made. Patient`s condition, treatment plan,
prognosis with cost all were explained in details. They

Figure III: Contrast Echocardiography Showing Presence of PFO
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Figure IV: Fluoroscopic & Echocardiographic Schema Depicting PFO Device Closure

agreed to undergo for a device closure of the PFO. Then
on 18th October 2020 a successful PFO device closure
was done. The procedure was done without puncturing
the inter-atrial septum which was the main challenge.
We successfully negotiated the guide wire through the
long tunneled PFO to LA. Then the delivery sheath was
negotiated over the wire into the LA. The PFO closure
device (Lifetech Patent Foramen Ovale Occluder 25
mm-18 mm) was then advanced through the delivery
sheath to LA. The device position was ascertained
under echocardiography guidance (Figure IV). But the
total procedure was not as smooth as silk. After
confirming the correct device position when we tried to
unscrew the device we failed to do so. We tried for
several times but were not successful. Then the whole
assembly was taken out of the body, reassembled and
reintroduced. Again the device positioned in the site
under echocardiography guidance & deployed. This
time we successfully unscrew the device. The position
of the device then ascertained with different

fluoroscopic views. Then we declared to create the
history as this was the first ever PFO device closure
solely performed by a Bangladeshi interventional
Cardiologist & his team in Evercare Hospital Dhaka.
The patient is doing fine in her first follow-up after PFO
device closure after 01 month.
Case Report 2: A 37 years old normotensive & nondiabetic pleasant lady got herself admitted to Evercare
Hospital Dhaka on 28th October 2020 for elective
closure of a PFO. She had H/O acute cerebral infarction
with left sided hemiparesis with meningo-encephalitis
02 weeks prior to admission. Then she was diagnosed to
have a patent foramen ovale (PFO) and was advised to
perform a device closure. At that time, the patient could
not do the closure due to financial constraint. After 2
weeks she got herself admitted for the procedure. After
admission, proper evaluation and all necessary
investigations including Covid19 RT- PCR (which was
found negative) were done. On admission, her Pulse: 80
beats/ min & regular, BP: 120/80 mm of Hg,
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Temperature was in 98.3°F, respiratory rate was in 18
breaths/min, SPO2: 99% in room air, GCS: 15
(E4V5M6) & physical examination revealed left sided
hemiparesis. Her initial imaging revealed by CT-scan of
brain with acute right middle cerebral artery territory
multiple infarcts involving right frontal lobe (Figure V).
Peri-lesional edema was noted causing regional mass
effect and 0.6 cm midline shift to the left side. No
hydrocephalus was noted.
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patent vertebral arteries. Her routine blood tests
including coagulation profile were within normal limit
(Table 2).
Table 2: Coagulation Profiles of 2nd Patient
Coagulation Profiles
ANA
Anti dsDNA Antibodies
Direct Coomb’s Test
Anti- Cardiolipin Antibodies
Anti- Phospholipid Antibodies

Results
Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative

Her ECG (Figure VI) was within normal limit.
Her Chest X-ray showed normal chest skiagram. Her
2D & M-mode echocardiography revealed suspected
PFO, No RWMA, Good LV and RV systolic function
with LVEF 58%. Suspecting a PFO we advised her for a
trans-oesophageal
echocardiography.
Transoesophageal echocardiography confirmed the presence
of a short tunneled PFO with left to right shunt and
recommended for a closure of the PFO with a device.

Figure V: CT-Scan of Brain Showing Multiple Acute Cerebral
Infarct in right MCA territory

Considering all the investigation reports this PFO was

Carotid Artery Duplex Study: No evidence of
haemodynamically significant stenosis with bilateral

Figure VI: Within normal limit ECG
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Figure VII: Fluoroscopic & Echocardiographic schema depicting PFO device closure.

discharged with a stroke in the state of South Carolina in
2002. Despite the use of antithrombotic agents, children
who have experienced an arterial ischemic stroke remain
at a high risk for recurrent events1.
There are numerous causes of ischemic stroke. Most of
these causes can be categorized into 3 groups:
atherosclerotic, cardio-embolic, and lacunar (a small
vessel occlusion). Approximately, 25.0% to 39.0% of
ischemic strokes do not have an identifiable cause and
are termed as a stroke of unknown cause or a
cryptogenic stroke (CS)11. The most commonly used
classification for strokes is the TOAST (trial of ORG
10172 in acute stroke treatment) classification, and it
defines a CS as a brain infarction that is not attributable
to definite cardio-embolism, large artery atherosclerosis,
or small artery disease, despite extensive vascular,
cardiac, and serologic evaluations. However, it is
obvious that no human disease is without a cause; hence,
stroke classification depends on how extensive and rapid
the diagnostic workup is performed12. A CS is more
common in younger patients (less than 55 years of age),
and the frequently considered causes are a cardiac
embolism, followed by vasculopathy and coagulopathy.
One of the most frequent causes of cardiac embolism in
CS is a paradoxical embolus, which might originate
from a venous source, such as a deep venous thrombosis
(DVT), through an unidentified patent foramen ovale
(PFO), either with or without an atrial septal aneurysm
(ASA).
A PFO has been shown to be more prevalent in patients
with a CS than in the general population13. However, the
condition by itself has not been shown to increase the
risk of an ischemic stroke. The true prevalence of a
paradoxical embolus remains unknown because of the
difficulty in the diagnosis of this phenomenon15. It has
been a topic of debate as to whether the prevalence of a

identified as the culprit for causing the large multiple
cerebral infarction and a decision to close the PFO with
a device was made. Patient`s condition, treatment plan,
prognosis with cost all were explained in details. They
agreed to undergo for a device closure of the PFO. Then
on 28th October 2020 a successful PFO device closure
was done. We successfully negotiated the guide wire
through the short tunneled & small PFO quickly to LA.
Then the delivery sheath was negotiated over the wire
into the LA. The PFO closure device (Occlutech Patent
Foramen Ovale Occluder 18 mm-16 mm) was then
advanced through the delivery sheath to LA. The device
position was ascertained under echocardiography
guidance (Figure VII). After successful device closure of
the PFO the patient was discharged on 30th October
2020. The patient is doing fine in her first follow-up
after PFO device closure after 01 month. She can walk
independently without any further neurological deficit.
Discussion
Strokes account for approximately 1 of every 20 deaths
in the United States. They are the fifth leading cause of
death and a major cause of disability in adults. Every 40
seconds, someone in the United States has a stroke, and
among those individuals, almost 87.0% of strokes are
ischemic. On average, every 4 minutes, someone dies of
a stroke1. Despite recent advances in diagnosis and
treatment, approximately one-fifth of stroke survivors
require institutional care 3 months after the index event,
and 15.0% to 30.0% of these survivors are permanently
disabled10. With approximately 795000 stroke events
occurring each year, approximately 185000 are recurrent
attacks. The highest number of recurrent attacks
recorded at 4 years after the index event, accounted for
almost 18.4% compared with only 1.8% in the first year,
as evidenced in a cohort of 10 399 patients who were
95
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PFO, or any other such shunt in patients with CS,
represents a cause-effect relationship. Numerous studies
have displayed a strong relationship between shunts and
development of a CS. Some studies suggest that a PFO
could be the major contributor of strokes in younger
patients and those with a lower degree of atherosclerotic
risk factors16. There is strong evidence that documents a
physiological gradient that results in an increased risk of
a paradoxical embolism, which is related to both the
shunt size and the presence of an additional ASA17.
Therefore, the issue of whether or not to close a PFO in
patients with a CS is of great interest in both the
neurology and cardiology communities.
To evaluate the effects of a PFO closure, several newer
percutaneous device techniques were introduced. The
Amplatzer PFO Occluder was approved by the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) on October 28, 2016. This
device is indicated for the percutaneous trans-catheter
closure of a PFO, to reduce the risk of a recurrent stroke
in patients who have been determined by a neurologist
and a cardiologist as having a CS via a paradoxical
embolus. In the past 5 years, several trials have been
conducted, to evaluate the benefit of a PFO closure18.
Through the analysis of the results of these studies, we
can gain a better understanding of this cause-effect
relationship.
A paradoxical embolism refers to the mechanism in
which an embolus, originating from the venous system,
traverses to the systemic circulation via an intra-cardiac
or pulmonary shunt. An intra-cardiac embolus via a PFO
is hypothesized to be one of the possible mechanisms
that lead to a CS. A PFO is a remnant of the fetal
circulation and is by far the most common intra-cardiac
shunt. During an autopsy, it has been identified in almost
27.0% of patients with normal hearts. It is formed by the
left-sided inter-atrial septum primum and the right-sided
inter-atrial septum secundum. The prevalence of a PFO
appears to decrease with increasing age, with an
incidence of 34.0% during the first 3 decades and an
incidence of 25.0% in the third to seventh decades10,15.
Under normal physiologic conditions, the mean left
atrial pressure exceeds the right atrial pressure creating a
pressure gradient that facilitates passive closure of the
PFO. However, a transient increase in the right atrial
pressure can occur during Valsalva maneuver, such as
coughing, sneezing, squatting, defecation, or
micturation, resulting in a right to left shunt and passage
of particulate matter like thrombi into the systemic
circulation. It was demonstrated in the SPARC study19
that the prevalence of right-to-left shunting increases
from 14.0% to 23.0% with the performance of these
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maneuvers, whereas a permanent increase in the right
cardiac pressure can occur in pathologic conditions,
such as a pulmonary embolism or an increase in
pulmonary artery pressure. These can result in a
paradoxical embolus in the systemic circulation, which
can then cause end organ damage, such as a stroke,
transient ischemic attack (TIA), or peripheral
thrombo-embolism. The estimated risk of a paradoxical
embolism in patients with an acute pulmonary embolism
is approximately 60.0% cases20. The important factors
that determine the significance of a PFO are its size and
the degree of a right-to-left shunt. Those patients with a
PFO size of more than 4 mm are at a greater risk of a
paradoxical embolism. It has also been noted that, in
patients with CS, the PFOs are larger, have long tunnels,
and are frequently associated with an ASA.
It is extremely difficult to establish the presence of a
venous thrombus and/or a thrombus in transit through
the PFO in most of the cases. Therefore, without a
visualization of an entrapped thrombus in the defect, it
can only be assumed that the cause could be a
paradoxical embolus. In addition, clots that are less than
2 mm in size are beyond the resolution of the
transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) transducers,
and there is a higher chance of not detecting them. Thus,
efforts to establish a cause-effect relationship between a
PFO and a paradoxical embolism would be confounded
by these multiple factors21. To overcome these
drawbacks and to identify whether the PFO was related
to a stroke or an incidental event, an index scoring
system was proposed in the Risk of Paradoxical
Embolism (RoPE) study22. The RoPE score was
developed in patients of all ages, and it ranges from 0 to
10. A higher score indicates a greater probability that the
stroke is secondary to a PFO. The score is higher for
younger patients, with a score of up to 5 points for those
patients who are less than 30 years old and a score of 1
point each for the absence of hypertension, diabetes,
smoking, a history of a stroke or a TIA, and the presence
of a cortical infarct on imaging23-24. This scoring system
can guide clinicians and researchers in avoiding patients
with incidental PFOs who are to be enrolled in clinical
trials while also testing for the effectiveness of PFO
closures on a CS.
Furthermore, it can be used for selecting appropriate
candidates for a closure to prevent a CS. The preferred
imaging modality used for the diagnosis of PFO is the
TEE. Transesophageal echocardiography is considered
superior to trans-thoracic echocardiography to better
describe the morphologic characteristics of the lesion
and can aid in better diagnosis. The presence of bubbles
96
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identification of atrial fibrillation (AF) in patients with
CS makes OAC the preferred therapy over anti-platelet
therapy10, 25.
The major study to correlate the efficacy of
anticoagulation therapy with anti-platelet therapy in
patients with CS was derived from post hoc analyses of
the Warfarin-Aspirin Recurrent Stroke Study (WARSS)
trial18 which included 2206 patients with stroke who
were evaluated over a period of 24 months for recurrent
stroke or death, while receiving either aspirin or
warfarin. Even when the primary analysis of WARSS
did not show any significant benefit of warfarin over
aspirin in the secondary prevention of non-cardio
embolic strokes, the use of warfarin was shown to be
associated with one-third fewer recurrent strokes than
the use of aspirin in patients with CS, compared with the
use of aspirin with an embolic cause of stroke. However,
the association did not reach a statistical significance26–28.
The PICSS was performed in collaboration with the
WARSS, to evaluate the efficacy of an antithrombotic
therapy in a PFO-induced CS23. A total of 630 patients
with stroke were randomly assigned to either warfarin or
aspirin and evaluated for the presence of a PFO using
TEE. Overall, 203 patients were found to have a PFO,
which accounted for 33.8% of the population. However,
no significant difference in the time to reach the primary
end point was detected in those with or without a PFO.
It should be noted that the primary end points included
several subtypes of strokes, and among them, the
lacunar infarcts accounted for approximately 244
(38.7%) of cases. It was shown in the PICSS that a
larger PFO was associated with a CS. However, the rates
of recurrence of a stroke or TIA in patients with or
without a PFO were shown to be similar to medical
therapies with either aspirin or warfarin. In the study, it
was concluded that the presence or absence of a PFO
does not affect outcomes over a period of 2 years
regarding medical therapy. Therefore, it was necessary
to identify the best treatment modality for preventing
recurrent strokes in patients with a PFO. Aside from the
traditional medical therapies with anti-platelet therapy
and an OAC, a surgical closure and a percutaneous
device closure attracted interest. Due to the risk of
undergoing a major surgery for an uncertain cause, a
percutaneous PFO closure gained in popularity26–29.
A percutaneous PFO closure is a catheter-based
technique that uses atrial septal occlusion devices. It was
initially recommended for the prevention of recurrent
strokes in 1992. The safety and viability of these devices
have been assessed in several studies30–33. These devices
have also been safely used in the closure of ASDs in

within the left atrium may suggest a PFO or an
intrapulmonary shunt. The appearance should occur
within several cardiac beats. To assess the degree of
right to left shunt across the PFO, agitated saline
contrast is used. While asking the patient to perform the
Valsalva maneuver, the saline contrast medium is
injected into the peripheral vein and visualization of the
atrial septum is performed at a 90° angle to a more
vertical plane. To standardize and quantify the PFO, the
number of contrast bubbles appearing in the left atrium
is measured.
In the French PFO-ASA study, appearance of 3 contrast
bubbles was considered positive for the presence of a
PFO. If 3 to 9 bubbles appeared, the shunt was
considered small and moderate if 10 to 30 bubbles
present. The defect is considered large only if more than
30 bubbles were observed left atrium16. But according to
the PFO in CS study (PICSS), a PFO was considered to
be present if at least 1 or more contrast bubbles were
noted in the left atrium. The defect was considered large
if more than 10 bubbles were seen. Using this protocol,
a PFO was identified by TEE in 33.8% of all patients
enrolled in the PICSS with an age range of 30 to 85
years. Among them, around 39.2% were patients with
CS with PFO and 29.9% of patients had a known cause
of stroke (P <0.02)10,25.
A similar cutoff point was also used for all the latest
studies conducted for the evaluation of the effectiveness
of PFO closure. When 30 micro-bubbles were needed in
the CLOSE trial to render them as large defects,
REDUCE trial divided it into 3 categories and those
with more than 25 micro-bubbles were considered large
and those with 6 to 25 bubbles observed in the left
atrium were considered moderate. On the contrary, in
the Randomized Evaluation of Recurrent Stroke
Comparing PFO Closure to Established Current
Standard of Care Treatment (RESPECT) trial, the shunt
size of PFOs was graded on a standard scale,
considering the presence of 10 to 20 micro-bubbles as
grade 2 and the ones with more than 30 micro-bubbles
to be defined as grade 3.
Anti-platelet therapy, along with a stroke risk factor
modification, remains the mainstay of treatment in most
patients who are diagnosed with a CS, with or without
evidence of a PFO. Even though there is a growing
interest in the use of anticoagulation therapies, there are
insufficient data to establish whether oral
anticoagulation (OAC) is equivalent to, or superior to,
aspirin as a secondary prevention of a CS. In most cases,
current practices are individualized according to patient
risk factors and physician preferences. However, the
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